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As we’re unable to produce, print and deliver the usual magazine at the moment, 

we hope that you will enjoy this amended and abridged version. Please do share! 

Please remember that our clergy team are always available – at the end of the telephone, text message, 

email or even face-to-face on line. Please don’t worry about getting in touch. 

Fr David Stephenson 

07539 264279 frdavidstephenson@gmail.com 

Rev’d Judith Balkwell  01706 223652 

Rev’ d David Allsop   01706 224663 

 

CORONAVIRUS INFORMATION UPDATE 

Once again very little seems to have changed in terms of church since our last bulletin/magazine. The 

significant shift has been that clergy are now permitted to once more use church buildings for their own 

private prayer and may also broadcast services from them. Our Sunday services and the Wednesday 

Eucharist have all been broadcast from a church – not always our own – but from a church. Fr David, 

and Rev’d David Allsop continue to share Morning and Evening Prayer each weekday at 9am and 5pm 

respectively. The number of people viewing ‘live’ each morning has settled between 30 and 40 which is a 

very healthy statistic! 

Sadly, our church buildings remain closed to everyone else for the moment. Plans to re-open depend 

entirely on the rates at which the Coronavirus spreads and kills. It is still essentially important to keep 

doing the small things – social distancing, regular and thorough hand-washing, maintaining as much 

distance as possible. Public buildings are going to be very hard to keep safe if they are reopened too 

early. Every hard surface – door handles, pews, books, service sheets, lavatory, tap, soap dispenser …. – 

will have to be cleaned every hour the building is open and after each service or event. To further 

prevent the spread of the virus it may not be possible to sing during services and at the moment it is 

uncertain as to how Holy Communion might be distributed. 

Please be assured that as soon as we can safely reopen our church building, we will. Our priority is the 

safety of everyone concerned. In the meantime, our regular pattern of online services continue and we 

encourage as many people as possible to share in these and experience a different way of doing church. 
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CLERGY LETTER 
Dear Friends  

 

I hope this letter for the June edition of the 

magazine finds you all safe and weIl. I always 

seem to be saying these days “where does the 

time go?” and at the moment, what a difference a 

year makes, we are nearly half way through the 

year already and what a different half year it has 

been.  

 

June is supposed to be the sunniest month, as 

the saying goes “flaming June”. But Flaming June 

was originally nothing to do with early summer 

heat; rather, it was the title of a beautiful late-

Victorian painting by the artist Fredric Lord 

Leighton completed in 1895, a year before his 

death...  

 

And to quote the 

poem relating to 

the months of the 

year, June brings 

tulips, lilies, roses, 

fills the children’s 

hands with posies. 

What a lovely 

thought that is, 

especially at this 

time of isolation and 

self - distancing, for 

those with green 

fingers and those who aspire to have them who 

have been tending their gardens, allotments or 

even pots and window boxes during this time. 

June is not necessarily the warmest or driest, of 

months but the days are at their longest and I am 

sure we will try to make the most of them even 

if we can’t have the big events: evening drinks on 

the patio, family BBQs watching for shooting 

stars but we can hope for something equally 

exciting and creative as we have seen over the 

past few months …  

 

Jesus said that he had come in order to bring life 

in all its fullness, and June is brimming with that 

fullness even in this time of lock down and our 

gradual moving forward into an unknown future 

and a new form of normal for some time. After 

the feast day of the Ascension as the Risen Lord 

Jesus Christ has ascended into heaven so we in 

hearts and mind may also ascend with him. 

As we have now come to 

the end of the Easter 

season, and having 

celebrated the feast of 

Pentecost on the 31st of 

May, let us all be 

reminded of last year’s  

walk of witness for all 

three churches, beginning 

at St James’ and ending in Greenfield Gardens for 

a Pentecost picnic as this year we will have to 

put it on hold until it is safe to come together.  

While for many, Easter was over as soon as the 

last egg was eaten, as Jesus’ followers we keep 

on celebrating, where ever we are, whoever we 

are with and even alone, we singing ‘Alleluia’.  At 

Pentecost, we remember how we have seen the 

risen Christ appear to his disciples, his message 

of ‘Wait’ resounding in their ears as he ascended 

to heaven and then, finally, the waiting is over.  

The promised help, the Holy Spirit, comes to the 

disciples and equips them to spread the good 

news of God’s love – first of all in Jerusalem but 

then to the ends of the earth.  People are 

baptised and become followers of Jesus Christ 

and the church is born.  The church that is 

entrusted into our hands now – for we are the 

people of God in this day and this age, charged 

with making the good news known in whatever 

creative way we can, charged with helping God 

to build the kingdom. We have ourselves, each 

one of us lovingly created by God our Father, 

who has called us by name and who is always 

with us.  We are part of the body of Christ, 

followers of Jesus, walking alongside him through 

life.   



On the 7th of June we 

have Trinity Sunday and 

the Trinity season or 

Ordinary Time begins, 

which lasts until the 

end of October. All the 

other seasons have obvious themes but the 

Trinity season otherwise known as Ordinary 

time, which is why when we are in church the 

altar frontal and the vestments are green, the 

symbol of quiet growth. So, in what way might 

we consider such growth in relation to the 

Trinity in these times? 

Thinking the Trinity is an impossibly difficult thing 

to do, as impossible as picturing God. Perhaps 

the best we can do is to follow the lead of the 

Creed and believe in God in three ways.  

So, what might be these three ways of believing 

in God?  

 

The first concerns God as creator, as the source 

of all that is, as the creative power. We are 

created, and as we are made in the image of 

God, we are created in order to be creative. We 

are co-creators with God, but our creativity is 

dependent on him  

 

The second aspect of believing in God in three 

ways involves the loving communication of the 

life story of Jesus Christ. Jesus is God’s way of 

speaking to us. And as Christians we are called 

to respond to God’s word. God communicates 

with us through Jesus and calls us, through what 

we say and do, to communicate the life of Jesus 

to others.  

 

And the third aspect of believing in God in three 

ways involves the Spirit connecting our believing 

in God with the world and with one another. 

The Spirit is there to connect what we say in the 

Creed with the way we lead our lives. The Spirit 

lies at the heart of all loving relationships of 

giving and receiving. 

  

 

 

Thinking about being called to God and where 

does time go, I can’t believe that it will be ten 

years on the 3rd of July since David and myself 

were ordained Deacon, and during that month of 

June we had a week’s retreat, a time for silent 

reflection, some of that silent space has returned 

during lockdown, the importance of prayer and 

the importance of God in my life.      

 

With love and Blessings  

Judith 

 

 
 

Petertide, 29 June, is the traditional time for 

ordinations in the Church’s year. Not only were we 

hoping to celebrate with Judith and David on the 10th 
anniversary of their ordination to the diaconate, but 

we were also expecting to celebrate the diaconal 

ordination of our new curate. We congratulate David 

and Judith on this milestone in their ministry and owe 

them great thanks for exercising their ministries in 

our parishes.  

Andrew Holmes, coming to serve in Haslingden and 

Musbury for three years with Fr David as curate, will 

now be ordained in September, at Michaelmas. 

Andrew, and his wife, Liz, will move into the new 

curate house in Helmshore during June. From the 

end of June Andrew will be licensed by the Bishop of 

Blackburn as a lay minister in the parish. This means 

he will be able to receive his stipend as well as 

having a formal role in the two parishes. Please keep 

Andrew in your prayers, and all who were due to be 

ordained this June. We’ll hear from Andrew here, and 

in many others places, once he has begun his 

ministry with us. 

 



RINGING THE CHANGES 

Although the church clock is still chiming the quarters 

and the hours we are missing the ringing of church 

bells across the country at the moment. Sylvia Craig 

writes about the most famous bell in the land, and 

one a little less well-known. 

We didn’t get to hear Big Ben bonging as we left 

the EU but there have been many other 

occasions when bells have been rung to mark a 

special event. 

The first time the nation’s bells rang as a symbol 

of widespread relief was on Nov 11 1918 when 

they signalled the end of the war.  However, 

after June 13 1940, Churchill’s administration 

ordered that the bells were only to be rung to 

warn people of an invasion.  This ban lasted until 

Easter Sunday 1943 when their use was allowed 

again. 

Bells originated in early Christian Europe as a call 

to prayer and it was many centuries later that 

peels of bells were rung.  This was mainly 

because of lack of communication between 

churches. 

Legend has it that following the murder of 

Thomas a Becket in Canterbury Cathedral in 

1170, the bells rung themselves!  Many bells 

were removed at the time of the Reformation as 

they were considered to be symbols of the 

despised Catholic Church. 

At the moment Big Ben is 

covered in Scaffolding for 

refurbishing.  It will no 

doubt be a magnificent 

site once again when the 

work is done.  The bell 

and tower is often 

referred to as Big Ben but 

the tower is Elizabeth 

Tower and Big Ben is the 

bell itself.  A few years 
back we were lucky 

enough visit Parliament and after being allowed 

into the two Chambers, visiting Westminster 

Hall and so on. We were taken on the 

underground walkway to the base of the tower 

and guided up just under 200 steps to the bell 

chamber (the guide originated from Blackburn).  

Ear defenders must be worn when the bell rings 

and the whole building shakes.  The clock 

pendulum is kept to accurate time by a pile of 

old pennies used to weight it. 

On another occasion we visited Liverpool 

intending to take a guided tour of the Anglican 

Cathedral only to find that we could not enter as 

a degree ceremony was taking place.  However, 

we were able to take a lift to the top of the Bell 

Tower and marvel at the largest bell named 

“Great George”.  The magnificent bells, set high 

in the immense tower were a bequest from 

Thomas Bartlett, a successful Liverpool 

businessman.  There are 13 bells in all weighing 

over 17 tons and the number of changes that can 

be rung is over 400 million 

Nearer to home you may remember the St 

John’s, Stonefold bell- one small bell with a 

rather melancholy note. It gave just a bong, bong, 

bong….. 

The bells at St James’ were cast in 1830 so will be 

due a significant birthday party in 10 years time. 

MOTHERS’ UNION RESOURCES 

The Mothers’ Union has made a very practical 

response to the coronavirus. 

As their website explains, “We know that our 

work and experience in re-building communities 

and supporting family life is going to be more 

important than ever once the threat of COVID-

19 subsides. Our members will be some of the 

first in line to support those around them.”   

In the meantime, MU has drawn together a range 

of resources to “help nurture our members and 

their friends and neighbours through this 

challenging time.”  The resources will “help 

combat feelings of loneliness, to nourish faith and 

to help you continue to feel connected to your 

friends and community.” 

These include: rainbows, prayer cards, prayer 

resources, puzzles resources, and Bible study 

resources. More info at:  

https://www.mothersunion.org 

 

https://www.mothersunion.org/


BACK IN TIME 

The Parish Magazine tells stories of a bygone age. 

Looking back this is what we found … 

 

1921 St James’ Church Bazaar Recipe Book, 

price 1/6. Boiled Mutton & Parsley sauce, how to 

boil a tongue, Lobster Patties, 7 different recipes 

for Parkin and 9 for Scones and lots more 

together with  home remedies for coughs and 

colds using: squall, parametric and chloroform !?   

Lots of adverts for local shops from shoes to 

saddles, coal to piano tuners, printers to books 
and bibles and religious material.  Shipping and 

freight agents to furniture, clothing and 

hardware, milliners to umbrellas.  Everything you 

could possibly need.  Everything we needed was at 

hand in Haslingden. 

 

1970 With the withdrawal of the half-crown piece, 

we hope that those who subscribe that amount in the 

weekly giving do not substitute a ten pence piece. 

That would mean a serious fall in our 

collections.  Who remembers this?! 

 

1982 The death was announced of Miss 

Emmalena Wilson, the last of the 5 Wilson 

sisters (Mary, Elizabeth, Hannah, Alice and 

Emmalend). During their lifetime they devoted 

much of their time playing in their orchestra at 

church functions and charity events, all with no 

charge, just a simple "thank you" was all they 

required.  Emmalena played the cello. 

 

1982 St James Day School has been in temporary 

premises since the fire gutted the old buildings.  3 

years and10 months later, on 26th November 

1982, the foundation stone of a brand new 

school was laid. 

 

1984 Mrs Megan Edwards wanted to start a 

Lunch Club for senior citizens.  Thanks to Megan 

we still have a flourishing "Eat & Meet " Lunch 

Club.  

Following the 75th anniversary of VE Day the article 

below is a tribute to the Women’s Land Army.  The 

parishioner mentioned is now elderly but still 

remembers her experiences clearly.  We are grateful 

for all the work the ‘Land Girls’ did. 

 

Land Girls 

 
As the prospect of war became increasingly 

likely, the government wanted to increase the 

amount of food grown within Britain. In order to 

grow more food, more help was needed on the 

farms and so the government started the 

Women's Land Army in June 1939. The majority 

of the Land Girls already lived in the countryside 

but more than a third came from London and 

the industrial cities of the north of England. 

In the Second World War, though under 

the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, it was 

given an honorary head - Lady Gertrude 

Denman. At first it asked for volunteers. This 

was supplemented by conscription, so that by 

1944 it had over 80,000 members. The WLA 

lasted until its official disbandment on 21 

October 1949. Land girls were formed to supply 

New Zealand's agriculture during the war. City 

girls from the age of 17 and up were sent to 

assist on sheep, cattle, dairy, orchard and poultry 

properties. 

 

I recently spoke to one of our parishioners about 

her experiences as a Land Girl.  Just after her 
18th birthday, she 

and a friend of 

similar age decided 

to join the 

Women’s Land 

Army.  Off they 

went to Blackburn 

to sign up.  Soon 

the uniforms 

came.  These 

consisted of 

corduroy knee 

breeches, khaki 

socks, khaki 

blouse, a brimmed 

hat with round top 

and an army 

greatcoat.  The breeches were practical but not 

popular with some of the girls as they thought 

that they made their hips look large.  The girls 

were soon on their way by train to Crewe and 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Agriculture,_Fisheries_and_Food_(United_Kingdom)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gertrude_Denman
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gertrude_Denman
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conscription


then on to North Wales.  They were to stay in a 

hostel not far from Rhyl which was a good place 

to visit at weekends.  Tasks included preparing 

cows for milking early in the morning and then 

working in the fields for the rest of the day.  

They were well looked after by the farming 

community during their 6 month stay and were 

pleased to be taught to drive a Ferguson tractor!  

 

 
 

VE 75 celebrations were a little more muted 

than we’d anticipated. Many of us were still able 

to celebrate the day in some way. Kaye attended a 

street party Afternoon Tea. As the photograph 

shows, social distancing was very much the order 

of the day! 

 

 

 

 

 

PRAYER RESOURCES 

 

May God’s goodness be ours. 

Well, seven times well, may we spend our lives. 

May each of us be an isle in the sea, 

may each of us be a star in the dark, 

may each of us be a staff to the weak. 

May the love Christ Jesus gave  
fill every heart for us. 

May the love Christ Jesus gave  

fill us for every heart. 

 

O thou who camest from above, 

the pure celestial fire to impart, 

kindle a flame of sacred love 

on the mean altar of my heart. 

There let it for thy glory burn 

with inextinguishable blaze, 

and trembling to its source return 

in humble prayer and fervent praise. 

Charles Wesley, 1707-88 

 

Spiritual communion 

My Jesus, I believe that you are present 

in the Blessed Sacrament, 

I love you above all things 

and I desire you in my soul. 

Since I cannot receive you now sacramentally, 

come at least spiritually to my soul. 

As though you were already 

there I embrace you 

and unite myself wholly to you; 

permit not that I should ever 

be separated from you. Amen. 

St Alphonsus Liguori, 1696-1787 

trans. Eugene Grimm, 1835-91 

  



Snippets of news & information 

 

 

RAFT(Food Bank) 
This organisation is in need of our support more 

than ever at this time.  They are receiving more 

and more demands on their resources as more 

families face hardship. Our weekly bread stall in 

church is something we’re missing but it also 

means that the money we raise isn’t reaching 

Raft.  

If you would like to help Raft financially then you 

can either donate on line (raftfoundation.org) 

and use the PayPal button on their homepage or 

you can send them a donation to RAFT 

FOUNDATION Hardman's Business Centre, 

New Hall Hey Rawtenstall BB4 6HH. 

 

THINKING AHEAD 

No one yet knows when life of any kind will get 

back to normal. We are still keeping our fingers 

crossed that by the end of November we will be 

able to host our Christmas and Craft Fair. Please 

remember to keep saving items for stalls, prizes, 

toys, bric-a-brac and jewellery. If you’re busy 

sorting out cupboards and drawers whilst we 

can’t venture out very far then please keep things 

safe to bring to church when we can once more 

open our doors.  

 

CHURCH FLOWERS  

in remembrance 

One of the things we are unable to do whilst not 

being in church is to mark anniversaries of loved 

ones with flowers. We know that this is a really 

important way to remember and give thanks for 

many of our congregation. Kaye has placed two 

vases by the church door and you are welcome 

to leave flowers in memory of loved ones there. 

Please remember to bring some water! 

 

 

WE REGRET TO NOTIFY YOU 

of the death of Jeffrey Ramsbottom. Jeff was a 

Haslingden lad and a well-known local figure. For 

about 20 years he had looked after roof of St 

James’ and kept it watertight and in good repair.  

Jeff had been unwell for some time and sadly died 

in the midst of lockdown. His funeral service was 

held at the graveside in the churchyard of All 

Saints Church, Higher Walton. Although the 

service was conducted by the Vicar there, Rev’d 

Hannah Boyd, Father David was asked to take 

part in recognition of Jeff’s strong connections 

with both St James’ and Haslingden. 

May he rest in peace. 

 

 

 

CHURCH FINANCES 
Even though we aren’t able to meet in church for services and events we have to continue paying our way. 

We know that many people have enough to be concerned about during the current pandemic and we don’t 

wish to add to anyone’s burdens. However … our monthly income has dropped significantly over the last, 

well, nearly 3 months. No services and events means no fundraising, no wedding or funeral fees, no baptism 

collections, no cash in the plate and no weekly stewardship envelopes. We know that people want to 

continue making their offering to the Church and we are very grateful to all who give by Standing Order. 

We’ve also received a number of weekly envelopes and one-off payments over the phone. If you are 

concerned that your offering isn’t reaching us at the moment, please contact our Treasurer, Julie Davis, 01706 

212019, in confidence, to discuss options. Julie can help you set up a Standing Order, increase an existing one, 

or make a one-off gift payment to St James’.  

For all you give, for all you offer, thank you very much. 



KEEP IN TOUCH! 
 

The clergy are always available for a chat, for guidance and advice.  

Please don’t hesitate to contact them – they’d be delighted to hear from you! 

Please also feel free to email any ideas, suggestions or pieces to include in the May bulletin if we need one! 

 

Other key contacts are here too. 

Vicar of St James, Haslingden & St Thomas, Musbury 

Fr David Stephenson, 07539 264279 frdavidstephenson@gmail.com 

 

Associate Priests 

Rev’ d Judith Balkwell  01706 223652   Rev’ d David Allsop  01706 224663 

 

Churchwardens 

Roy Pinkerton 01706 214569      Kaye Ridings 01706 216398  Arnold Wade  01706 220496 

 

Treasurer 

Julie Davis    01706 212019 

 

PCC Secretary 

Miriam Taylor  01706 222478 

 

Safeguarding 

Ann Burton      01706 227137  Adrienne Taylor & Kaye Ridings 

       

 

 

 

 

Most of our on-line traffic comes through Facebook at the moment. 

Whilst we’ve been streaming our services along with those with St Thomas’ and St Peter’s we have 

had hundreds of people joining in. Some of this audience are regular members of our congregation. 

Some are from further away and some who don’t usually come to church. We are reaching lots of 

people and offering them support, comfort and a spiritual dimension to what’s going on at the 

moment. This may well have really positive implications for when church is open and services are 

taking place. Imagine if we could continue to reach out to people in this way and encourage their 

faith and their prayers… 

 

Please remember to like and share our church Facebook pages 

 

https://facebook.com/StJamesHaslingden/  

 

https://www.facebook.com/StThomasMusbury/ 

https://facebook.com/StJamesHaslingden/
https://www.facebook.com/StThomasMusbury/

